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STARLINE’S
Promises

Customised advice
Increasing enjoyment of wellness is our passion. So we and our Starline dealers are
delighted to provide you with customised advice in the showroom or at your home. As long 
as you can be absolutely sure of endless wellness pleasure.

Design; something for everyone
In designing our pools, Starline’s focus is your needs in terms of the aesthetics and
ergonomics of your swimming pool. The Starline design is characteristically pure because 
of its minimalism, modern form language and very high quality through its use of the 
best materials. These design principles were carried through in every detail of the pool.
Enjoy a Starline pool with a serene mood.

An extra dimension in your life
Owning a swimming pool will bring a whole new dimension to your life. A lifestyle full of 
enjoyment, fun, a luxury feeling of wealth and faraway places. A life which you can spend 
at your beautifully installed swimming pool in a stylish garden or indoor space.

Starline with an S for service
We offer a 100% satisfaction guarantee. Including 
once your swimming pool is in use, we are ready 
to help you all year round. If there are any problems, 
your Starline dealer will visit you as soon as
possible.

You can always call your Starline dealer for periodic 
checks and maintenance, but you can also take 
out a separate service and maintenance contract. 
Top quality also includes top service!
 
We are always nearby
Dealers can always be found nearby in the
Benelux and if not we will simply come to your 
home. Enjoy your Starline swimming pool with 
peace of mind.

Enjoy a Starline pool
with a serene mood.
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Unique qualities
• Six swimming pool lines 
• Contemporary design swimming pools 
• Luxury design options and steps
• Safe and ergonomic

• Low-maintenance
• Advanced production technology
• Durable quality
• Short installation time at home

A TOTAL CONCEPT
From A to Z, everything you need to make your pool perfect

For over four decades, Starline has built up knowledge and experience in the development 
and production of Monoblock swimming pools. Starline Monoblock swimming pools consist 
of one form. Using advanced production technology, these are made from high-quality 
composite materials in an extremely sustainable structure. The smooth, sleek walls are 
very aesthetic and easy to maintain. 

The fact that the swimming pools are already equipped with various parts and accessories 
makes for only a short installation time at your home, allowing you to enjoy your own pool 
as soon as possible. In sum, we can guarantee you that a Starline swimming pool is of the 
absolute best quality.

Materials and structure  
Starline swimming pools are made of high-quality 
composite material. Long processes of develop-
ment and innovation resulted in a material with
a very smooth, hard surface making it anti-
bacterial. With the Vinylester top layer, it is near 
indestructible.

This top layer also determines the colour of the 
swimming pool and comes in the five original 
swimming pool colours Blue, Soft blue, White, 
Soft grey and Antra. The Exterior Finish Coating 
ensures the completely insulated and water-proof 
outer layer.

From A to Z, everything you need
to make your pool perfect



Dynamic Line
Luxury entrance
Extra-safe family pool

11 meter

Nexxt Line
Infinity pool
Stylish and High end

8 to 12 meter

Nova Line
Modern
Pure and aesthetic

6 to 12 meter
8

Are you thinking about purchasing a Monoblock 
swimming pool? The Monoblock swimming
pools from Starline are available in various
models, sizes and colours. Your wishes and 
requirements determine which swimming pool 
suits you best.

Will you choose an indoor swimming pool,
so you can swim in the privacy of your own 
house all year round? Or would you prefer a 
swimming pool for the garden, so you can enjoy 
the seasons?

Discover Starline’s beautiful swimming pools. 
Starline swimming pools are divided between 
six swimming pool lines and these are all
covered in this brochure.

THE STARLINE COLLECTION

Ergonomic Line
For the smaller garden
Extra-safe family pool

7 to 7,7 meter
9

Romana Line
Classic beauty
Extra-safe family pool

8 to 10 meter

Carré Line
Timeless design in a timeless shade
Extra-safe family pool

8 to 10 meter
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NEXXT LINE
Stylish and High end

The exclusive swimming pools in our NEXXT Line have a spacious visual effect in their 
ground level, flowing water line. Their height makes the reflecting water surface seem to 
melt into its surroundings. The water runs over the edge and silently disappears in a subtle 
open seam in the edging stones. With its architectural design, this stylish swimming pool 
line exceeds all expectations. 

NEXXT swimming pools can be personalised with floating design steps, available in
colours that match your pool. Optional corner housing in the pool offers the option to
incorporate a built-in Roldeck system. The NEXXT Line swimming pools exude allure
and elegance.

Photographer: Peter Baas
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NEXXT LINE

Sleek design Infinity pool Various steps available

The sleek design gives the Nexxt Line
an exclusive look. The overflow edge
creates a beautiful surface effect. 

The water runs over the coping stones
and disappears soundlessly into a gap
between the edge tiles.

Give your Nexxt swimming pool extra allure 
with a set of beautiful floating steps or steps 
stretching across the entire width.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Nexxt Line

Water-tight VinylesterRoldeck® integrationStepsSafety rim Standing ledge Dimensions

Lifetime warranty

Lifetime warranty

Lifetime warranty

Various designs

Various designs

Various designs

8 x 4,1 x 1,6 x

x

x

x

x

x

10 x 4,1 x 1,6

12 x 4,1 x 1,6

Nexxt 80

Nexxt 100

Nexxt 120

Nexxt 120Nexxt 100Nexxt 80

X : not present             : present

Length : 8 
Width : 4,1 
Depth : 1,6

meter
meter
meter

Length : 10 
Width : 4,1 
Depth : 1,6

meter
meter
meter

Length : 12 
Width : 4,1 
Depth : 1,6

meter
meter
meter
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NOVA LINE
Pure, aesthetic and contemporary

For our NOVA Line, we brought the swimming pool concept back to basics, resulting in 
sleek, minimalist lines and corners. This swimming pool line is characterised by a beautiful 
high water line, coming up to right under the edging stones. The three largest pools can
be personalised with floating design steps, available in colours that match your pool.
A Roldeck system can also be installed with corner housing in the pool itself. The compact 
NOVA 60 pool can be personalised with wide NOVA steps, which offer space for a built-in 
Roldeck system. NOVA swimming pools exude pure simplicity. It is a swimming pool line
of absolute natural beauty.
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NOVA LINE

Minimalist design High waterline Various steps available

With sleek lines, this swimming pool fits
perfectly in the modern garden.

The innovative skimmer system ensures
a beautiful, high waterline, just below the
coping stones.

Give your Nova extra allure with a set of
beautiful floating steps or steps stretching 
across the entire width with anti-slip.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Nova Line

Water-tight VinylesterRoldeck® integrationStepsSafety rim Standing ledge Dimensions

Lifetime warranty

Lifetime warranty

Lifetime warranty

Lifetime warranty

Various designs

Various designs

Various designs

Various designs

6 x 3 x 1,5 m x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

8 x 4,1 x 1,55 m

10 x 4,1 x 1,55 m

12 x 4,1 x 1,55 m

Nova 60 *

Nova 80

Nova 100

Nova 120

Nova 100 Nova 120

X : not present             : present           * not shown

Nova 80

Length : 8 
Width : 4,1 
Depth : 1,55

meter
meter
meter

Length : 10 
Width : 4,1 
Depth : 1,55

meter
meter
meter

Length : 12 
Width : 4,1 
Depth : 1,55

meter
meter
meter
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DYNAMIC LINE
Luxury entrance

The Dynamic swimming pool line is characterised by its various entrance options. You 
can choose between two different types of corner steps. Both can be installed in the left
and right corner. A special feature is the spacious rectangular walk-in steps with a lounge 
plateau just below the water level. A great place to lie out while you’re only partly in
the water.

Dynamic pools are standardly equipped with a pit in the back of the pool in which
a Roldeck system can be installed. The safety edge at the top of the pool wall provides 
extra support for when weight is put on a closed swimming pool cover. The edges along 
the walls give you the option to take a breather in between swimming.
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X : not present             : present

DYNAMIC LINE

Family pool Safety rim and standing ledge Various corner steps available

The safety rim at the top of the pool wall
provides extra support if a load is applied
to a closed swimming-pool cover. 

The standing ledge around the side allows
you to take a break.

Various steps available. Such as corner
steps with a lounge platform just below
the waterline.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Dynamic Line

Dynamic 110+ Dynamic 110+ Dynamic 110+

Water-tight VinylesterRoldeck® integrationStepsSafety rim Standing ledge Dimensions

Lifetime warrantyVarious designs11 x 4 x 1,5 mDynamic 110+

Length : 11 
Width : 4 
Depth : 1,5

meter
meter
meter

Length : 11 
Width : 4 
Depth : 1,5

meter
meter
meter

Length : 11 
Width : 4 
Depth : 1,5

meter
meter
meter
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CARRÉ LINE
An open quality

Carré swimming pools are characterised by their spacious Carré walk-in steps over the 
whole width of the pool. These wide steps make walking into the swimming pool very 
pleasant. Its design is timeless with a classical tint.

A Carré swimming pool can be installed with or without a pit in the back of the pool.
The pit is for installing a Roldeck pool cover. Once installed, it is completely invisible when 
the cover is open. There is a safety edge just under the water level, which provides support 
through a closed pool cover in the event that children or pets enter the area. The edges 
along the walls give you the option to take a breather at the pool side.
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X : not present             : present

CARRÉ LINE

Timeless rectangular design Safety rim and standing ledge Wide steps

Steps across the entire width give this pool
a classic look.

The safety rim at the top of the pool wall
provides extra support if a load is applied to 
a closed swimming-pool cover. The standing 
ledge around the side allows you to
take a break.

Convenient steps over the entire width,
including starting block with option for
a jet stream.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Carré Line

Water-tight VinylesterRoldeck® integrationStepsSafety rim Standing ledge Dimensions

Lifetime warranty

Lifetime warranty

Lifetime warranty

Integrated

Integrated

Integrated

8 x 4 x 1,5 m

9 x 4 x 1,5 m

10 x 4 x 1,5 m

Carré 80+

Carré 90+

Carré 100+

Carré 80+

Length : 8 
Width : 4 
Depth : 1,5

meter
meter
meter

Length : 9 
Width : 4 
Depth : 1,5

meter
meter
meter

Length : 10 
Width : 4 
Depth : 1,5

meter
meter
meter

Carré 90+ Carré 100+
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ROMANA LINE
Classic beauty

The Romana Line swimming pools come with classic half-moon walk-in steps with
‘shoulders’. The top step has a start block in the middle, in which a jet stream can be
installed. The Romana Line is the model for your rural or Mediterranean style garden.

Romana pools are available with or without a pit in the back of the pool for invisible
housing containing a Roldeck pool cover system. When the pool cover is opened, it is
completely invisible. The safety edge around the walls is just under the water level and 
provides extra support to a pool cover in case extra weight is put on it. If you need to take 
a short break from swimming, you can stand on the edge along the walls.
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X : not present             : present

ROMANA LINE

Elegant Mediterranean design Safety rim and standing ledge Curved steps

The semi-circular steps give this pool
a Mediterranean look.

The safety rim at the top of the pool wall
provides extra support if a load is applied to 
a closed swimming-pool cover. The standing 
ledge around the side allows you to 
take a break.

Semi-circular steps over the entire width,
including starting block with option for
a jet stream.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Romana Line

Romana 80+

Water-tight VinylesterRoldeck® integrationStepsSafety rim Standing ledge Dimensions

Lifetime warranty

Lifetime warranty

Lifetime warranty

Integrated

Integrated

Integrated

8 x 4 x 1,5 m

9 x 4 x 1,5 m

10 x 4 x 1,5 m

Romana 80+

Romana 90+

Romana 100+

Romana 90+ Romana 100+

Length : 8 
Width : 4 
Depth : 1,5

meter
meter
meter

Length : 9 
Width : 4 
Depth : 1,5

meter
meter
meter

Length : 10 
Width : 4 
Depth : 1,5

meter
meter
meter
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ERGONOMIC LINE
Compact and practical

The compact Ergonomic Line swimming pools are perfect for a smaller garden. Ergonomic 
pools are come in two standard models, one rectangular model with or without corner 
steps and various depths, or a rectangular model with half-moon steps.

There are various options for a pit in the back of the pool for invisible housing containing
a Roldeck pool cover system. When the pool cover is opened, it is completely invisible.
In addition, it has a safety edge that comes up to just below the water level and provides
extra support to a closed pool cover in case extra weight is put on it from above.
The edges along the walls give you the option to take a breather between swimming. All in all,
it’s a very versatile swimming pool.
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X : not present             : present

ERGONOMIC LINE

Optimal use of space Safety rim and standing ledge Various steps available

A complete swimming-pool experience. The safety rim at the top of the pool wall
provides extra support if a load is applied to 
a closed swimming-pool cover. The standing 
ledge around the side allows you to
take a break.

Various steps available. Such as corner
steps in the left or right.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Ergonomic Line

Water-tight VinylesterRoldeck® integrationStepsSafety rim Standing ledge Dimensions

Lifetime warranty

Lifetime warranty

Various designs

Various designs

7 x 3,5 x 1,5 m

7,7 x 3,5 x 1,4 m

Ergonomic 70+

Ergonomic 77+

Ergonomic 70+ Ergonomic 77+

Length : 7 
Width : 3,5 
Depth : 1,5

meter
meter
meter

Length : 7,7 
Width : 3,5 
Depth : 1,4

meter
meter
meter
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STARLINE ROLDECK
A versatile system

A Starline Roldeck system is an extremely reliable system to cover your swimming pool.
It functions to reduce the amount of maintenance needed for your pool, increase safety
and save on energy. With the extensive range of Starline slats, we will always have a cover 
to fit your swimming pool. Your swimming pool will always look impressive, whether the 
Roldeck is open or closed. 

• Safe
• Up to 60% energy saving!
• Cleaner swimming pool, less maintenance for your pool
• Durable quality
• Simple operation
• Suitable for almost all swimming pools
• A wide range of Roldeck® slats
• Many possible built-in and above-ground finishing options
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THE LOOK AND FEEL

The wide gamma Starline Roldeck slats offer 
many options through its diverse varieties and 
colour options. That way, there will always be a 
type of cover slat that matches your wishes for 
a lovely covered swimming pool. If you choose 
the blue or clear transparent slats for example, 
you will be able to enjoy the amazing effect of 
underwater lighting shining through the slats at 
night.

If you choose solar slats, you are choosing free 
swimming pool heating. These slats transfer the 
heat from the sun to the swimming-pool water. 
So the swimming water is warmed by the very 
first rays of sun.

Starline Roldeck Starline Roldeck

BUILT-IN OR ABOVE GROUND

The installation of the Starline cover can be
carried out in two ways: Built-in or above ground. 
If it is installed in the built-in version, the cover 
will be rolled up out of sight in a Roldeck niche 
under the terrace or under the steps.

If you have an existing swimming pool and would 
like a Roldeck cover, there are various rolling
options for use above ground. 
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PCR 60 Crystal Clear PCR 60 Alu-look 
solar

PCR 60 Transparent 
blue Solar

PCR 60
This slat has a width of 60 mm and a thickness
of 14 mm. The slat comes in a solar or clear 
transparent variety. The solar variety also has the 
option of an alu-look coating for a contemporary, 
metallic effect.

POLYCARBONATE SLATS
Modern and durable

The high-quality polycarbonate Starline slats contain a built-in UV blocker and are 
resistant against extreme temperatures and weather conditions.

• Energy saving
• High insulating effect
• Resistant against high temperatures
• Resistant against UV rays
• Better resistance against hail and storms than PVC slats

PVC SLATS
A whole range of possibilities

These high-quality, impact-resistant and insulating PVC slats are available in 
six different varieties: coloured, transparent in blue and a solar variety. There’s 
something for everyone!

• Saves on energy
• Highly insulating
• Available in six varieties

PVC 50 White PVC 50 Cream PVC 50 Blue PVC 50 Grey

PVC 50 Transparent 
blue 

PVC 50 Transparent 
blue Solar

PVC 50 Colour
These PVC slats have a width of 50 mm and 
are available in four slat colours, in addition to 
the transparent varieties. So there is always 
a colour that fits with the style of your swim-
ming pool.

PVC 50 Transparent blue
These blue transparent PVC slats, which are
50 mm wide, create an atmospheric look in the 
evening, in combination with underwater lighting.

PVC 50 Transparent blue Solar
These PVC slats, which are 50 mm wide, transfer 
the heat from the sun to the swimming-pool water. 
So the swimming water is warmed by the very first 
rays of sun.
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BUILT-IN COMPONENTS 
AND ACCESSORIES
Get even more out of your swimming pool

Your swimming pool can be personalised and extended according to your wishes.
This could mean a jet stream for powerful swimming training or a waterfall for a lively
element in your swimming pool. Swimming-pool accessories ensure extra variety in
the ways you can use your pool. Different built-in components, materials and finishes
can also be used.

Built-in components 
There is only one way for swimming water to flow in and out of the pool: through the built-in 
components. In combination with the pool pump, they ensure swimming water circulation. 
Built-in components can be installed at various heights and locations in your swimming 
pool. That way, they each contribute their own added value for optimal water circulation. 
Furthermore, built-in components partially determine the look and feel of your swimming 
pool. The Starline built-in components are available in a high-quality plastic or stainless 
steel version.

The benefits of Starline built-in components 
• Optimal water circulation 
• High-quality products 
• Aesthetic finishing on your swimming pool

Spouts 
The purified and perhaps heated water in the filter system is returned to the pool through 
the spouts. These spouts are adjustable in direction and are usually located across from 
the skimmers for optimal circulation. There are two different options; plastic or stainless 
steel. In a round or square design.

Skimmers
Skimmers are located at the top of the swimming pool wall and remove water and filth 
from the surface. The skimmer has a small basket to catch coarse filth, like leaves, and to 
prevent it from getting in the pump. There are different options; plastic or stainless steel.

Bottom or lower wall drainage  
These built-in components are located at the bottom of the swimming pool. Besides 
the skimmers, which ensure water circulation at the surface, the bottom or lower wall 
drainage ensures good circulation at a deeper level.

Lights
Underwater lighting gives any swimming pool allure, atmosphere and ambience. Even if
no one is swimming, lighting creates a decorative effect in the swimming pool and
atmosphere in your garden or pool area. There are two different options; traditional lighting 
or LED lighting in plastic or stainless steel. In a round or square design.
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Starline swimming pools are available in five
original swimming pool colours. Every colour
gives your swimming pool a sparkling look, that 
fits perfectly with your environment:

 White
 Inviting to swim in

 Light grey
 Soft sparkle

 Telegrey
 Modern swimming-pool feel

 Light blue
 Subtle Mediterranean look

 Blue
 Classic Mediterranean look

Make your swimming pool complete

Jet stream
With a jet stream, you can swim endlessly against 
the current, a real water attraction. This increases 
your swimming pleasure and makes your swimming 
pool more inviting.

Coping stones
As there is a wide range of options, we recommend 
that you contact your Starline dealer.

Outdoor shower
With a good outdoor shower, you not only prevent 
dirt from being brought into the swimming 
pool when you get in, you can also rinse off 
after swimming.

Steps
Give your swimming pool more allure with one of 
our sets of steps.

ACCESSORIES

Give your swimming pool some colour!

SWIMMING-POOL COLOURS
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WATER TREATMENT
Always a suitable solution

In order to continue enjoying a sparkling swimming pool, it is important that the swimming 
pool is maintained in the right way and the swimming water is treated correctly.

Starline offers a wide range of swimming pool technology and automatic swimming-pool 
cleaners. Almost all Starline systems are developed and tested in house, with the greatest 
care. All elements of the equipment are fully compatible with each other and optimally
suited to each Starline swimming pool. So there is always a suitable solution for your
wellness project. For obligation-free advice, you can visit us at the showroom in
Valkenswaard or a Starline dealer in your area.
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SERVICE
Complete after-care from A to Z

We produce our Monoblock swimming pools with more than 40 years’ experience, knowledge 
and personal commitment. It goes without saying that our Starline dealers can offer you 
the best service before, during and after your purchase.

Top condition all year round
After your purchase, you will naturally want to continue enjoying your swimming pool carefree 
and that is no problem at Starline. Of course you can make use of our service all year round 
and preparations for the summer and winter can also be carried out by your Starline dealer. 
Visit our website for a Starline dealer in your area.

Showroom
Are you looking for a swimming pool and would you like to find out more about this?
Would you like to find out more about a particular topic covered in this brochure? Make an 
appointment and visit our showroom in Valkenswaard, where our specialists will be happy 
to provide you with obligation-free advice.

Of course you can also simply come and take
a look to be inspired by our stylish indoor and 
outdoor showroom displays. Here you will find 
the most recent Starline swimming pools and 
can get a feel for your new lifestyle. We look
forward to welcoming you at the address below:

De Vest 50b
5555 XP Valkenswaard
The Netherlands

+31 (0)40 - 201 3333
info@starlinepool.com
www.starlinepool.com

Starline swimming pools, swimming-pool covers 
and equipment are available from a renowned
international dealer network. Visit the website 
above for a Starline dealer in your area.

See you soon at Starline!




